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This book, written by the JDO Specification Lead and one of the key contributors to the JDO Specification, is the definitive work on the JDO API.  It gives you a thorough introduction to JDO, starting with a simple application that demonstrates many of JDO's capabilities.  It shows you how to make classes persistent, how JDO maps persistent classes to the database, how to configure JDO at runtime, how to perform transactions, and how to make queries.  More advanced chapters cover optional features such as nontransactional access and optimistic transactions.  The book concludes by discussing the use of JDO in web applications and J2EE environments  Whether you only want to read up on an interesting new technology, or are seriously considering an alternative to JDBC or EJB CMP, you'll find that this book is essential.  It provides by far the most authoritative and complete coverage available.

JDO provides transparent persistence of your Java object models in transactional datastores. It allows you to define your object model using all the capabilities provided in Java and it handles the mapping of that data to a variety of underlying datastores. You do not need to learn and understand a different data-modeling language like SQL. You will discover that JDO is very easy to use. Many development organizations are discovering the significant development productivity advantages that can be realized by using JDO.
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CCIE Prep Kit 350-001 Routing and Switching (Exam Guide)Que, 2000
The CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Guide prepares you to pass the CCIE written exam. This book covers all necessary objectives for the exam with a tutorial text that is strictly exam-related and flows with minimal interruption. Key concepts are the only "notes" set apart from the text by special formatting. This series is designed to for...
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The Glorious Foods of Greece: Traditional Recipes from the Islands, Cities, and VillagesWilliam Morrow, 2001

	The Glorious Foods of Greece is the magnum opus of Greek cuisine, the first book that takes the reader on a long and fascinating journey beyond the familiar Greece of blue-and-white postcard images and ubiquitous grilled fish and moussaka into the country's many different regions, where local customs and foodways have remaained...
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IS-IS: Deployment in IP NetworksPearson Education, 2002
IS-IS, the Intermediate System to Intermediate System          protocol, has been used effectively as a routing protocol for many large-scale          networks, including service provider backbone, telephone system management,          and power equipment networks. Used in conjunction with the Border Gateway          Protocol...
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Instant Moodle Quiz Module How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create Moodle quizzes to enhance learning using practical, hands-on recipes


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Create a well categorized question bank to provide the foundation for quizzes.
	
		Provide extensive...
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Practical WebDriverIO: Learn to Automate Effectively Using WebDriverIO APIsApress, 2021

	
		Learn how to quickly set up the test automation tool WebdriverIO, one of the major Node.js-based test frameworks. Software testing is here to stay, and an integral part of this is test automation. Dive into the amazing possibilities that WebDriverIO offers to automate browser interactions for a user of any web application. 
...
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Herrschaft - Staat - Mitbestimmung (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Herrschaft - Staat - Mitbestimmung? ist eine theoretische und empirische Auseinandersetzung mit der Frage, was den modernen demokratischen Staat im Allgemeinen und die Bundesrepublik Deutschland in ihrer aktuellen Verfassung im Besonderen auszeichnet. Die These ist, dass sich moderne demokratische Staaten in einem Spannungsverhältnis von...
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